
 
Furnace Repair Services

New Furnace Cleaning and Repair Service

Alex Tretjakov June 24, 2014

Specializing in furnace services, companies such as Advanpro are available to
ensure that the home is ready for any random cold day that Calgary may bring. With
professional technician's emergency furnace services, HVAC experts will always be
at your side.

(Newswire.net -- June 23, 2014) Calgary, Alberta --  It is finally summer, and Calgary's
weather is unpredictable, meaning that almost all 4 season could happen in a day.
Because of this, homeowners are looking to make sure that their furnaces are running

"top-notch" for those random cold days. Specializing in furnace services, companies such as Advanpro are there to
ensure that your home is ready for any weather that Calgary may bring. Many furnace companies are great at
understanding how uncomfortable a home can be when it is not the right temperature for your family & loved
ones. With professional technicians and emergency furnace services, Advanpro's HVAC [heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning] experts will be at your side and ready to help out a home in need.

 

"It is very important for consumers to watch out for imitators", said Sarah Gibbs of Advanpro, "people need to know
who they are dealing with and what kind of experience and training these comapnies have, before contacting them to
come into their home".

 

Currently in Calgary, there is a high demand for furnace cleaning services since that spring is now over, and many
homeowners need to eliminate allergens from their home, such as pet dander and pollen from their furnace system.
HVAC companies provide furnace cleaning for those whose furnaces are still working, just not as well (or efficiently)
as it used to. Inefficiencies in the operation of the furnace are most likely due to a dust build-up in the furnace vents,
slowing down the air flow. It is these inefficiencies that are driving up gas bills for homeowners in Calgary, and some
people are speaking out about their home's heating and cooling system. "It is essential to be prepared", said Michelle
Henry, a Calgary homeowner in the SW, "if you go into summer expecting to have everything working without a
professional looking at the system, you can get yourself into big trouble with electricity and heating bills". Michelle
has said that she "felt unprepared" last season, and was afraid to have the dreaded heating bill at the start of each
month. Michelle has since hired a furnace cleaning company from her research on the Better Business Bureau, and
found a company that she really was impressed with. Michelle said, "I can happily say that I am ready for our
summer this year, and that i won't be seeing another heating bill like I did last year!".  

 

Calgary's weather is unpredicatable, and our great citizens need to make sure that their furnaces are "top-notch" at all
times to ensure that not only the AC sytem is running fine, but to also ensure that their furnace is as well. Furnaces
also often require repairs before fall comes around, which comea along very quickly in Calgary, and can be the cause
of higher than expected utility bills, and even a decrease in safety for homeowners and their loved ones. In any case,
ensure to be in contact with a professional HVAC business that is ready to help you out with their emergency furnace
repair services so that you keep up the safety and ensure you're not getting higher than expected utility bills. 
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Contact Advanpro, Calgary's clean air experts! You can rest assured that your central heating and cooling systems
will be treated with the highest level of care. With an experienced staff, top-of-the-line cleaning vehicles, and a
commitment to customer service, Advanpro is the right choice for any job – big or small! At Advanpro we know that
you’re not always prepared for the unexpected. That’s why we offer 24-hour emergency furnace repairs and sales for
residential, commercial and industrial furnace repair for Calgary & area customers.
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